November 6, 2013
TO ALL CONGREGATIONS
Re: School for Kingdom Evangelizers
Dear Brothers:
Fine results have been accomplished since the establishment of the Bible School for Single
Brothers and the Bible School for Christian Couples. We are pleased to inform you that the Governing Body has approved combining these two schools into one that will include married couples, single brothers, and single sisters!
The new school will be known as School for Kingdom Evangelizers.
Additionally, the maximum age to apply for this school has been raised to 65. The stipulation for anyone between the ages of 50 and 65 to apply is that they must be self-sufficient (meaning
they can provide for themselves) and are in no need of financial or medical assistance from the organization. As with all of the other students of the school, it is expected that these ones will be willing to move wherever the organization assigns them and that they can care for their material needs
wherever they are sent.
Like the apostle Paul, these ones make the sacrifice “to bear thorough witness to the good
news of the undeserved kindness of God.” (Acts 20:24) We look forward to the continued advancement of Kingdom interests that this new school will promote.
Your brothers,

cc:

Traveling overseers

PS to coordinator of the body of elders:
Please have a good, articulate reader who serves as an elder read this letter to the congregation
at the end of the first Service Meeting and Watchtower Study after its receipt. Thereafter, it should be
posted on the information board. If the circuit overseer is visiting your congregation, he will read this
letter at the conclusion of his final talks. At circuit assemblies and special assembly days, the letter
should be read by the last speaker on the program at the conclusion of his talk.
PS to traveling overseers:
A number of details concerning this new school are still being finalized. Therefore, meetings
and applications for those interested in the Bible School for Christian Couples and the Bible School for
Single Brothers should continue to be handled as they have been until further direction is provided.
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